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Bookmaster is an integrated Enterprise Management business software solution
designed specifically for the needs of publishers and book distributors. It is built
around a highly functional and robust core distribution and financial ERP system

that also handles non-book products.

Bookmaster caters for the special requirements of academic, trade, specialized, niche and subscriptions
based publishers and distributors. It incorporates a variety of specialized modules and features required by
many publishers, such as Royalties, Returns Management, Subscriptions, Editorial & Book Production,
Academic Adoptions, title restrictions, dealing with buying groups and much more.

In addition to the usual ERP functions, Bookmaster also incorporates a fully integrated e-Commerce solu-
tion, integrated Warehouse Management and integrated Business Intelligence.

All of these solutions are part of the same Bookmaster Enterprise Management system, all are developed by
the same company and all share a common database. This makes Bookmaster significantly easier and more
economical to implement and maintain than an enterprise-wide solution composed of different elements
from different sources, with different databases that have to be interfaced and maintained.  Bookmaster  is
also the most widely used publishing system in the world, with customers in 20 countries on five major
continents.

>>>>> Business Intelligence
>>>>> Order Processing and Billing
>>>>> Returns Management
>>>>> Warehouse and Inventory Management
>>>>> Distribution Requirements Planning
>>>>> Purchase Management
>>>>> Shipping Accounting
>>>>> FormsMaster
>>>>> Accounts Payable
>>>>> General Ledger
>>>>> Accounts Receivable, Claims Control &

Telecollections
>>>>> EDI

>>>>> e-Commerce
>>>>> Editorial and Book Production 
>>>>> Royalties
>>>>> Subscriptions 
>>>>> Academic Adoptions
>>>>> Customer Relationships Management (CRM)
>>>>> Retail Management (POS) 
>>>>> Rebates
>>>>> Commissions
>>>>> Third Party Logistics (3PL)
>>>>> Fixed  Assets
>>>>> StoreMaster
>>>>> Advanced Warehouse Management

Base Bookmaster Package Optional Modules
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What is Bookmaster?
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Bookmaster is developed by IBS, International Business Systems, a software developer with offices located in over 
20 countries. IBS has specialized in developing software for book publishers and distributors since 1984.

Bookmaster’s strength comes from IBS' in-depth knowledge of the international publishing and distribution industry.

IBS’ many years of experience have made Bookmaster the most widely used publishing system in the world, with
customers in 20 countries on all five major continents. It is the market leader in  Australia, New Zealand, Africa and Asia
and has a strong presence in the USA and Europe.

Major publishers and book distributors around the world that use Bookmaster include LexisNexis (in seven countries),
Columbia University Press, NBC (Scandinavia’s largest book distributor), Elsevier Australia, HarperCollins,  Harvard
University Press, Wolters Kluwer, McGraw-Hill, MIT Press, Via Afrika (South Africa’s largest publisher), Pan Macmillan,
Penguin Books and Pearson Education, Simon & Schuster, Thomson Group and Yale University Press.
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Fully integrated solution
Bookmaster is a fully integrated ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system that combines the power and functionality
of leading ERP, e-Commerce and Business Intelligence solutions with the industry-specific features of a specialized
book distribution and publishing system. It covers virtually every aspect of publishing and book distribution and also
handles non-book products such as videos, CDs and on-line services.

It is a multi-company, multi-warehouse, multi-currency, multi-language, on-line,
real-time system. Each module is designed and developed by IBS and has a
consistent look and feel.

Integrated Warehouse Management System
Bookmaster is the only book-specific package to incorporate a fully-integrated
paperless Warehouse Management System (WMS) with Radio Frequency (RF)
picking and pick-to-light interface as a standard part of the package. This elimi-
nates the need to interface to third-party WMS packages, and makes the full
WMS system much easier to implement.

Low risk
IBS has a track record around the world of implementing Bookmaster on time
and on budget, and has never had a failed implementation. That’s why publishers
like LexisNexis, McGraw-Hill, Macmillan, Pearson Group,  Simon & Schuster, Struik New Holland and the Thomson
Group have chosen Bookmaster in more than one country. Bookmaster offers a unique combination of high functional-
ity and low risk.

Standard package
IBS' philosophy is to incorporate any modifications made  for our customers around the world  into the core Bookmaster
system where possible. Virtually every Bookmaster customer around the world is on the same standard core system,
including customers that have used Bookmaster for over a decade.  This makes it easy to implement new releases and
take advantage of the continual enhancements we develop for our customers and for the ever-changing needs of the
book industry. It also makes Bookmaster ideal as a common standard for publishers with many international
subsidiaries.

Flexibility combined with simplicity
Bookmaster is a business rule driven system than can quickly be adapted to reflect changing business conditions
without the need for programming. By changing these business rules Bookmaster can quickly and easily be tailored to
meet new business requirements with the minimum of fuss and expense.

Who develops Bookmaster?

Why choose  Bookmaster?

Bookmaster is developed by IBS, International Business Systems, a software developer with offices located in over 
20 countries. IBS has specialized in developing software for book publishers and distributors since 1984.
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and has a strong presence in the USA and Europe.

Major publishers and book distributors around the world that use Bookmaster include LexisNexis (in seven countries),
Columbia University Press, NBC (Scandinavia’s largest book distributor), Elsevier Australia, HarperCollins,  Harvard
University Press, Wolters Kluwer, McGraw-Hill, MIT Press, Via Afrika (South Africa’s largest publisher), Pan Macmillan,
Penguin Books and Pearson Education, Simon & Schuster, Thomson Group and Yale University Press.
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Bookmaster is used by publishers and book distributors of all sizes on all five continents, and is used by at least one
subsidiary of virtually every major book group in the world. In fact, Bookmaster is used in more countries than any
other book industry software.

All these customers rely on Bookmaster to run their businesses, and all are
reference sites. IBS will be happy to provide contact details for any customer on
request.

* Run on servers at other sites or are client publishers of distributors using
Bookmaster.
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Who uses Bookmaster?

Australia
> @Source (Ice Water Press)
> Brumby Books
> Dorling Kindersley*
> Elsevier Australia
> Harcourt Publishing
> HarperCollinsPublishers
> Inbooks (James Bennett)
> Landmark School Supplies
> Lothian Books
> LexisNexis
> McGraw-Hill
> Macmillan Education*
> Macmillan Distribution Services
> NCELTR (Macquarie University)
> New Holland Publishers
> Page One - The Bookshop*
> Palgrave Macmillan*
> Penguin
> Pan Macmillan*
> Pearson Education*
> Simon & Schuster
> TL Distribution
> Thomson Learning
> Wolters Kluwer Health Lippincott

Williams & Wilkins
> Woodslane

New Zealand
> Book Distributors New Zealand*
> HarperCollinsPublishers*
> LexisNexis*
> Learning Media
> Nelson Price Milburn*
> Pearson Education*
> Penguin*
> Reed Publishing

Thailand
> Page One - The Bookshop*

Canada
> Cheneliere Education
> LexisNexis
> Queen’s Printer Ontario

USA
> American Management Association
> Arcadia Publishing
> Baker Book House
> Barbour Publishers
> Christian Publications
> Columbia University Press
> Cook Communications
> Education Publishing Services
> Harvard University Press*
> John Hopkins University Press
> M.I.T Press*
> Sourcecom
> Triliteral
> Watson-Guptill Publications
> World Scientific*
> Yale University Press*
> Zaner Bloser

Singapore
> LexisNexis
> Thomson Learning Asia
> McGraw-Hill Education (Asia)
> Page One - The Bookshop
> Pearson Education Asia*
> Penguin
> Publishers Marketing Services
> STP Distributors
> World Scientific Publishing

Malaysia
> Malayan Law Journal*
> Page One - The Bookshop*
> Publishers Marketing Services *
> STP Distributors*

India
> Pearson Education*
> McGraw-Hill*
Hong Kong
> LexisNexis*
> Page One - The Bookshop*

Taiwan
> Page One - The Bookshop*

UK
> BookSource
> Tempus Publishing Group
> Wordsworth Editions
> World Scientific*

Republic of Ireland
> Gill & Macmillan

Denmark
> Gyldendal/NBC

France
> Editions Alan Sutton

Germany
> Sutton Verlag

South Africa
> Booksite Afrika
> Pan Macmillan*
> Penguin*
> Random House*
> Jonathan Ball
> Juta
> LexisNexis
> Maskew Miller Longman
> Via Afrika
> On the Dot
> Afri Books*
> Cambridge University Press*
> Library Services*
> Struik

Bookmaster customers include:

Bookmaster is used by publishers and book distributors of all sizes on all five continents, and is used by at least one
subsidiary of virtually every major book group in the world. In fact, Bookmaster is used in more countries than any
other book industry software.
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Davinder Bedi, Managing Director,
BookSource, Scotland

“Five years ago, after an in-depth investigation, we
chose Bookmaster in preference to SAP. We have been
very satisfied with Bookmaster and are convinced that
we made the right choice.”

“Bookmaster has been fundamental in supporting our
business through this period of change and as a
business solution for a book distributor or publisher, it
is about as near to perfect as you can get.”

Brian Wooton, Finance Director,
New Holland Publishing, South Africa

“Bookmaster has become an integral part of our
business and has been central in the implementation of
our strategies.”

“I would gladly recommend this to anyone who wants
to ensure technology is a business tool and not a
bottomless pit for wasting money and time.”

Dermot O’Dwyer, Finance Director,
Gill & Macmillan, Ireland

Stephen Smith, Finance Director,  Thomson
ITP, Asian Group of Companies, Singapore

“Our strong competitive advantage is due to two
factors - the strength and versatility of Bookmaster,
and the skill of the staff that use it. By following
Bookmaster’s procedures we have brought
World’s Best Practice to Booksite Afrika.”

Glen Davison, General Manager,
Booksite Afrika, South Africa

“We are all extremely excited to have switched to
Bookmaster.  It is replacing our four separate
systems with one integrated package.  It is user
friendly, easy to operate and has improved the
service we can give our customers.”

Mervyn van Zyl, Finance Director,
LexisNexis, South Africa

“We would highly recommend Bookmaster and we firmly
believe there is currently no comparable system for our
business fulfillment requirements in the world.”

“Where RF picking has replaced paper, our error rate
has fallen from 2-3% to virtually nil.  Bookmaster has
the best book warehousing system I’ve ever seen.”

Andy Palmer, Managing Director,
Macmillan Distribution Services, Australia

Leonard Hayes, Operations Manager,
Christian Publishers, USA

“We would highly recommend the Bookmaster
software to other publishers and would welcome any
calls or visits to see our system.”

Maurice Peters, General Manager,
Brumby Books, Australia

“Bookmaster is the Rolls-Royce of book industry
software.”

“Bookmaster is a key strategic tool in driving our
business”

Philip Cauwood, Business Operations
Manager Asia Pacific, LexisNexis,  Australia

Wes Brower, Director of Operations,
Baker Book House, USA

“Thanks to Bookmaster we have reduced the average pick
time of an order from 12 minutes to 2 minutes and we
have also reduced our warehouse labour requirements.”

George Kourkounakis, Executive
Vice-President-CFO, Barbour Books, USA
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Business Intelligence gives you the ability to gather, store, reorganize, reformat, summarize and present data to
business decision makers as meaningful information that is easy to access, analyse and act upon. It also provides
you with the ability to perform analytical CRM.

It allows you to quickly identify potential problems, 
analyze trends and take prompt action to proactively 
manage  your business.

Unlock hidden value
Bookmaster Business Intelligence is designed to help you
optimize revenue, increase product and customer profit-
ability, boost market share, maximize sales and increase
inventory turnover by making proactive business deci-
sions based upon accurate and consistent information.

It helps unlock the hidden value stored in your corporate
database by creating a consistent multi-dimensional data
warehouse that you can easily access.

Transform meaningless data into valuable information
Bookmaster Business Intelligence extracts data from the Bookmaster database and transforms it into meaningful
information (such as sales, financial, or budgeting data). This is stored in the data warehouse and is based on a
set of intelligent business rules that allows you to define your own requirements. For instance, you can choose
from daily, weekly and/or monthly analysis.

In addition to the tools that efficiently extract, transform and load high volumes of data, Bookmaster Business
Intelligence includes a pre-defined data warehouse, an OLAP viewer, enhanced ODBC connectivity and more
than 200 pre-defined templates; each of which can be used as a basis for many user-defined reports and inquiries.

The OLAP viewer provides the ability to view and manipulate information and includes a ‘drill anywhere’
facility, traffic light analysis, integrated graphing and application templates. The results can be automatically
posted on your Intranet or the Internet.

The enhanced ODBC connectivity includes facilities that make it simple to access the data warehouse from
ODBC compliant tools such as Excel, Access and Crystal Reports.

Tailor the pre-defined templates to your needs
Bookmaster Business Intelligence contains pre-defined templates in areas such as:

> Sales Analysis > Debtor Analysis > Deferred Revenue
> Inventory Analysis > Budgeting > Subscriptions
> Financials > Contribution Analysis > Profitability Analysis

You can manipulate data within the pre-defined templates and create and save multiple new views.

Bookmaster Business Intelligence adheres to the IBS ‘n’ Tier Application Model to ensure consistency and
accuracy of information.  Although the data is held in a data warehouse optimised for easy access and reporting,
it is an integral part of Bookmaster and is automatically updated as part of the Bookmaster database.

Sales (gross, returns (true), net and
return rates)

• Gross profit & net sales contribution
by Customer, type of business, Title,
etc

• Analyse by many other dimensions

“The benefits of the integrated BI module are only limited by your
imagination. We’re very happy with Business Intelligence and we

believe it’s a great asset to Bookmaster.”
David Scott, Managing Director,

Woodslane, Australia
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Sales (gross, returns (true), net and
return rates)

• Gross profit & net sales contribution
by Customer, type of business, Title,
etc

• Analyse by many other dimensions

“The benefits of the integrated BI module are only limited by your
imagination. We’re very happy with Business Intelligence and we

believe it’s a great asset to Bookmaster.”
David Scott, Managing Director,

Woodslane, Australia
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Order Processing and Billing is a highly functional module with many facilities. It is designed to allow you to
enter orders quickly and effectively with maximum flexibility in the minimum of time.

Automated detection of company policy violations
The Order Processing and Billing Module includes an integrated Workflow Management system, which moni-
tors adherence to your company policies and electronically routes violations to the appropriate manager for
review, enabling order entry personnel to work without interruption. Bookmaster allows you to set up and main-
tain these company policies via business rules within the system.

Faster and easier order processing
You can quickly and accurately enter and process orders whatever the source, e.g. phone, fax, Internet or EDI.
You have a choice of  many screen layouts that cater for different kinds of orders (e.g. direct mail, cash with
order or credit card).

The system includes special facilities that have been designed to keep order entry time to a minimum. These
include telephone order entry, ‘grid’ orders, multi-store/multi-product orders (as used by major stores and buy-
ing groups), and pre-defined order forms.

Wherever possible, defaults from the masterfile are used to reduce the time it takes for you to enter an order. The
use of business rules minimizes the need for over-rides. Any changes that are required are monitored by the
Workflow Management system to ensure they are valid.

Order Processing and Billing is linked to multiple customer and transaction inquiries and you can access these
from within an order.

Order Processing and Billing is a vital part of your business and this module allows you the maximum flexibility
combined with high integrity and throughput.

“During the busy pre-Christmas period I have no doubt that close
to $1 million in additional revenue was created because
Bookmaster helped us to supply so quickly. In the past

customers stopped ordering because they wouldn’t get the
books. This year the orders just kept coming.”

Peter Phillips, Sales Director,
Pan Macmillan, Australia
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Key Features

> Bonus Items: where you define one or more items; the purchase of which
triggers one or more free bonus items

> Promotional Packs: which allow you to define a set of items; with conditions
such as mandatory items and minimum quantities. Customers whose orders
meet these conditions are registered to receive a special rate on items in the
promotion for the duration of the promotion period

> Sets and Packs: which allow you to define multiple types of physical or
logical packs for marketing purposes, such as pre-packed, combined items,
dump bin, etc.

> A suspend facility, which allows you to securely suspend one or more orders
to begin a new task

> Workflow Management System

> Quotations

> View title information (book covers, table of contents, blurbs, sample chap-
ters, etc.)
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> Bonus Items: define one or more items that triggers one or more free
bonus items, when purchased 

> Promotional Packs: define a set of items with conditions (such as
mandatory items and minimum quantities). Customer orders that meet
these conditions are registered to receive a special rate on items in the
promotion for the duration of the promotion period

> Sets and Packs: define multiple types of physical or logical packs for mar-
keting purposes, such as pre-packed, combined items, dump bin, etc.

> A suspend facility: securely suspend one or more orders to begin a 
new task

> Workflow Management System

> Quotations

> View title information (book covers, table of contents, blurbs, sample
chapters, etc.)

Order Processing and Billing is a highly-functional module with many facilities. Designed to allow you to
quickly enter orders with maximum flexibility in a minimum amount of time. As a vital part of your business
this module allows you maximum flexibility, high integrity and throughput.

Automated detection of company policy violations 
The Order Processing and Billing Module includes an integrated Workflow Management system that monitors
adherence to your company policies and electronically routes violations to the appropriate manager for review.
This enables order entry personnel to work without interruption. Bookmaster allows you to set up and main-
tain these company policies via business rules within the system.

Faster, easier order processing
You can quickly and accurately enter and process orders whatever the source (e.g., phone, fax, Internet or EDI).
You have a choice of many screen layouts that cater for different kinds of orders (e.g., direct mail, cash with
order or credit card).

The system includes special facilities that have been designed to keep order entry time to a minimum. These
include telephone order entry, ‘grid’ orders, multi-store/multi-product orders (as used by major stores and buy-
ing groups), and pre-defined order forms. 

Wherever possible, defaults from the master file are used to reduce the time it takes for you to enter an order.
The use of business rules minimize the need for over-rides. Any changes that are required are monitored by
the Workflow Management system to ensure they are valid. 

Order Processing and Billing is linked to multiple customer and transaction inquiries and you can access these
from within an order.
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Returns Management enables you to define your returns policies such as returns windows and percentages, rules
for assigning returns to original invoices, firm sales conditions and how to ensure the items were bought from
you. Bookmaster checks to ensure these policies have not been violated. If they have, the return is sent automati-
cally to the appropriate manager for action via the Workflow Management System.

Assign returns to original invoices
Bookmaster assigns returns to the original invoices to ensure the correct price is used, either by entering the
invoice number or based on your business rules that determine which invoice to use. It monitors how many
returns have been allocated to each invoice so you don’t accept more returns than were originally sold.

Automate returns authorization
If you receive authorized returns the warehouse scans them and Bookmaster automatically creates a return
authorization. This is sent electronically to the appropriate manager for review, allowing you to make business
decisions without interrupting the workflow in the warehouse.

Take full control of returns
The system distinguishes between at fault and no fault returns, captures and reports on returns reasons and
directs warehouse staff to restock, scrap or otherwise handle the returns as you define. Returns is integrated with
Warehouse and Inventory Management, Accounts Receivable and Claims Control.
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“The new enhanced returns system improved returns
processing turnaround by many days and provides a

major cost savings to the business.”
Jon Attenborough, Managing Director,

Simon & Schuster, Australia
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Returns Management

Returns Management enables you to define your returns policies, such as returns windows
and percentages, rules for assigning returns to original invoices, firm sales conditions and
ensuring the items were bought from you. Bookmaster checks to ensure these policies have
not been violated. If they have, the return is sent automatically to the appropriate 
manager for action via the Workflow Management System.

Assign returns to original invoices
Bookmaster assigns returns to the original invoices to ensure the correct price is used. This is
achieved either by entering the invoice number or based on your business rules that deter-
mine which invoice to use. It monitors how many returns have been allocated to each invoice
so you don’t accept more returns than were originally sold.

Automate returns authorization
If you receive authorized returns the warehouse scans them and Bookmaster automatically
creates a return authorization. This is sent electronically to the appropriate manager for
review, allowing you to make business decisions without interrupting the workflow in the
warehouse.

Take full control of returns
The system distinguishes between at-fault and no-fault returns, captures and reports on
return reasons, and directs warehouse staff to restock, scrap or otherwise handle the returns.
Returns data is integrated with Warehouse and Inventory Management, Accounts Receivable
and Claims Control.
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Warehouse and Inventory Management provides all the facilities of a specialised warehouse management sys-
tem as an integrated part of Bookmaster.

It provides the ability to use materials handling equipment, conveyor systems and RF technology. It also in-
cludes a traditional Inventory Management System.

It is a multi-company, multi-warehouse (physical and logical) system that allows multiple locations for one item
and multiple items in one location.

Take control of every aspect of warehouse management
It handles every aspect of warehouse management, from pre-receiving through receipt check-in, direct putaway,
automatic re-warehousing, dynamic replenishment, interleaving, cross-docking, picking, packing, automatic weight
checking, manifesting, labelling and shipping. This functionality is available via paper or RF, except for RF
picking which requires the Advanced Warehouse Management Module.

Features include the ability to pick multiple orders at once, optimum route definition for picking, putaway and
stocktake (physical inventory count) and flexible warehouse mapping and device definition.

You can define your own warehouse zones, aisles, bays and locations and can combine location-controlled and
non-controlled areas. You can also use the flexible device-definitions to define and store device characteristics
and capabilities (e.g. fork lift trucks, trolleys, etc.).

The system records picking statistics and produces productivity reports, measures performance and tracks trends.

User-defined pick planning
The user-defined pick planning facility allows you to define and store multiple pick plans and selectively print
picking slips, invoices or pick lists for selected batches of orders from the order pool. Alternatively, this can be
bypassed for immediate picking slip or invoice print for urgent orders.

Once you have defined your pick plans you can call them on demand and, if necessary, amend them. This allows
your warehouse manager to optimise the use of your available labour by picking the right orders at the right time;
maximising warehouse efficiency.

Retailer requirements
An  Advanced Shipping Note (ASN) and Shipping Container Mark (SCM) can be produced through pack scan-
ning, and this satisfies the Electronic Commerce needs of many major retailers including Coles Myer.

Warehouse and Inventory Management also includes:
> License plating > Wave and/or zone picking > Stock obsolescence
> Zoned random storage > Multiple pick lines > Slot management
> Discrepancy checking > Stock reservations

“The wonderful thing about Bookmaster and its integrated
warehouse management system is that turnaround is now
very quick. Our original goal was to make the warehouse a

24-hour pick and pack operation and Bookmaster has certainly
helped us achieve this goal.”

Sheila Lilja, Managing Director,
TriLiteral, USA
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It is a multi-company, multi-warehouse (physical and logical) system that allows multiple locations for one item
and multiple items in one location.

Take control of every aspect of warehouse management
It handles every aspect of warehouse management, from pre-receiving through receipt check-in, direct putaway,
automatic re-warehousing, dynamic replenishment, interleaving, cross-docking, picking, packing, automatic weight
checking, manifesting, labelling and shipping. This functionality is available via paper or RF, except for RF
picking which requires the Advanced Warehouse Management Module.

Features include the ability to pick multiple orders at once, optimum route definition for picking, putaway and
stocktake (physical inventory count) and flexible warehouse mapping and device definition.

You can define your own warehouse zones, aisles, bays and locations and can combine location-controlled and
non-controlled areas. You can also use the flexible device-definitions to define and store device characteristics
and capabilities (e.g. fork lift trucks, trolleys, etc.).

The system records picking statistics and produces productivity reports, measures performance and tracks trends.

User-defined pick planning
The user-defined pick planning facility allows you to define and store multiple pick plans and selectively print
picking slips, invoices or pick lists for selected batches of orders from the order pool. Alternatively, this can be
bypassed for immediate picking slip or invoice print for urgent orders.

Once you have defined your pick plans you can call them on demand and, if necessary, amend them. This allows
your warehouse manager to optimise the use of your available labour by picking the right orders at the right time;
maximising warehouse efficiency.

Retailer requirements
An  Advanced Shipping Note (ASN) and Shipping Container Mark (SCM) can be produced through pack scan-
ning, and this satisfies the Electronic Commerce needs of many major retailers including Coles Myer.

Warehouse and Inventory Management also includes:
> License plating > Wave and/or zone picking > Stock obsolescence
> Zoned random storage > Multiple pick lines > Slot management
> Discrepancy checking > Stock reservations

“The wonderful thing about Bookmaster and its integrated
warehouse management system is that turnaround is now
very quick. Our original goal was to make the warehouse a

24-hour pick and pack operation and Bookmaster has certainly
helped us achieve this goal.”

Sheila Lilja, Managing Director,
TriLiteral, USA
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Macmillan Distribution Services Warehouse

Warehouse and Inventory Management
All the facilities of a specialized warehouse management system are an integrated part of
Bookmaster.

It provides the ability to use materials handling equipment, conveyor systems and RF technology. It
also includes a traditional Inventory Management System.

It is a multi-company, multi-warehouse (physical and logical) system that allows multiple locations for
one item and multiple items in one location.

Control every aspect of warehouse management
From pre-receiving through receipt check-in, direct put-away, automatic re-warehousing, dynamic
replenishment, interleaving, cross-docking, picking, packing, automatic weight checking, manifesting,
labeling and shipping, it handles every aspect of warehouse management. This functionality is avail-
able via paper or RF. RE picking requires the Advanced Warehouse Management Module.

Features include the ability to pick multiple orders at once, optimum route definition for picking, put-
away and stock take (physical inventory count) and flexible warehouse mapping and device definition.

Define your own warehouse zones, aisles, bays and locations. Combine location-controlled and non-
controlled areas. Use the flexible device-definitions to define and store device characteristics and
capabilities (e.g., fork lift trucks, trolleys, etc.).

The system records picking statistics and produces productivity reports, measures performance and
tracks trends.

User-defined pick planning
Define and store multiple pick plans and selectively print picking slips, invoices or pick lists for select-
ed batches of orders from the order pool. This can also be bypassed for immediate picking slip or
invoice print for urgent orders.

Once you have defined your pick plans you can call them on demand and, if necessary, amend them.
Warehouse managers can optimize available labor by picking the right orders at the right time.

Retailer requirements
An Advanced Shipping Note (ASN) and Shipping Container Mark (SCM) can be produced through
pack scanning and this satisfies the Electronic Commerce needs of many major retailers including
Coles Myer.

Warehouse and Inventory Management also includes:
> License plating > Wave and/or zone picking > Stock obsolescence
> Zoned random storage > Multiple pick lines > Slot management
> Discrepancy checking > Stock reservations
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Distribution Requirements Planning is an exceptionally powerful module that is comprised of five intercon-
nected parts: sales analysis, forecasting, purchase planning, pricing simulation and PSI (purchase, sales and
inventory).

Taken together, these parts provide you with all the detailed information you need to analyse sales and other
data to plan your purchasing and distribution requirements.

Sales Analysis
Sales analysis gives you hundreds of powerful on-line inquiries based on an internal data warehouse. These
inquiries are available on-line within seconds and are based on a five-dimensional matrix.

The five dimensions are:

> By user-defined customer/channel hierarchy > By user-defined type of sale
> By user-defined item hierarchy > By user-defined item lifecycle
> By time

Each inquiry has multiple formats and options that provide a truly powerful on-line analytical facility that is
complementary to the facilities provided by Business Intelligence.

Forecasting
Forecasting allows you to determine the demand for your products based on sales history and company policy
regarding stock holding and supply ratios. You can set up many such forecast formulae for simulation pur-
poses.

The formula definition is flexible, allowing you to seasonalise forecasts, to omit specific products or product
groups from the formulae and to base forecasts on sales or on demand (i.e. including lost sales).  Forecast
formulae may be defined relative to the publishing date of a title to capture accurate title lifecycle movements.

The inbuilt focus forecasting uses these formulae to predict demand and matches the results against actuals
from previous periods. It then uses whichever simulation has proved to be the most accurate over the chosen
period. The results can then be used to generate demand.

Purchase Planning
Purchase planning is used to create purchase plans in bulk from forecasts for items that do not justify indi-
vidual analysis when placing orders. It is a batch process based on user-defined formulae and business rules.
Purchase planning creates a suggested purchase file based on forecasts and/or minimum stock levels and
economical order quantities.

The suggested purchase report can be viewed and amended on-line and once it has been reviewed it can be
used to automatically create purchase orders or print orders.

Pricing Simulation
Pricing simulation allows your product managers to perform multiple projections and enables you to make an
acceptable margin on titles while keeping them competitive. It allows you to include many factors, such as
provisions for rebates, service, advertising, retailer margins, and any other costs you wish to include.

It enables you to simulate different scenarios to find an acceptable RRP that covers your costs and provides
acceptable margins to you and your retailers while remaining competitive in the market.

PSI
PSI is an invaluable tool to assist your product managers to order the right quantity of the right title at the right
time. It is particularly suitable for large value titles where it is important to keep stock at optimum level, such
as titles with long lead times or short life cycles. It can significantly reduce out of stock situations and instances
of holding excess stock that must then be remaindered because it is about to become obsolete.

PSI is a fully integrated spreadsheet-like tool used to plan the purchases of individual titles. It displays infor-
mation from the Pricing Simulation sub-module, forecasts, stock levels, back orders, forward orders, outstand-
ing purchase orders, etc., and allows you to define desired stockholding ratios. You can perform a series of
‘what-if’ scenarios to determine the optimum quantities to order and the timing of your order.
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Distribution Requirements Planning is an exceptionally powerful module that is comprised of five intercon-
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Taken together, these parts provide you with all the detailed information you need to analyse sales and other
data to plan your purchasing and distribution requirements.
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Sales analysis gives you hundreds of powerful on-line inquiries based on an internal data warehouse. These
inquiries are available on-line within seconds and are based on a five-dimensional matrix.

The five dimensions are:

> By user-defined customer/channel hierarchy > By user-defined type of sale
> By user-defined item hierarchy > By user-defined item lifecycle
> By time

Each inquiry has multiple formats and options that provide a truly powerful on-line analytical facility that is
complementary to the facilities provided by Business Intelligence.

Forecasting
Forecasting allows you to determine the demand for your products based on sales history and company policy
regarding stock holding and supply ratios. You can set up many such forecast formulae for simulation pur-
poses.

The formula definition is flexible, allowing you to seasonalise forecasts, to omit specific products or product
groups from the formulae and to base forecasts on sales or on demand (i.e. including lost sales).  Forecast
formulae may be defined relative to the publishing date of a title to capture accurate title lifecycle movements.

The inbuilt focus forecasting uses these formulae to predict demand and matches the results against actuals
from previous periods. It then uses whichever simulation has proved to be the most accurate over the chosen
period. The results can then be used to generate demand.

Purchase Planning
Purchase planning is used to create purchase plans in bulk from forecasts for items that do not justify indi-
vidual analysis when placing orders. It is a batch process based on user-defined formulae and business rules.
Purchase planning creates a suggested purchase file based on forecasts and/or minimum stock levels and
economical order quantities.

The suggested purchase report can be viewed and amended on-line and once it has been reviewed it can be
used to automatically create purchase orders or print orders.

Pricing Simulation
Pricing simulation allows your product managers to perform multiple projections and enables you to make an
acceptable margin on titles while keeping them competitive. It allows you to include many factors, such as
provisions for rebates, service, advertising, retailer margins, and any other costs you wish to include.

It enables you to simulate different scenarios to find an acceptable RRP that covers your costs and provides
acceptable margins to you and your retailers while remaining competitive in the market.

PSI
PSI is an invaluable tool to assist your product managers to order the right quantity of the right title at the right
time. It is particularly suitable for large value titles where it is important to keep stock at optimum level, such
as titles with long lead times or short life cycles. It can significantly reduce out of stock situations and instances
of holding excess stock that must then be remaindered because it is about to become obsolete.

PSI is a fully integrated spreadsheet-like tool used to plan the purchases of individual titles. It displays infor-
mation from the Pricing Simulation sub-module, forecasts, stock levels, back orders, forward orders, outstand-
ing purchase orders, etc., and allows you to define desired stockholding ratios. You can perform a series of
‘what-if’ scenarios to determine the optimum quantities to order and the timing of your order.
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Distribution Requirements Planning
Distribution Requirements Planning is an exceptionally powerful module that is comprised of five
interconnected parts: sales analysis, forecasting, purchase planning, pricing simulation and PSI
(purchase, sales and inventory).

Taken together, these parts provide you with all the detailed information you need to analyze
sales and other data to plan your purchasing and distribution requirements.

Sales Analysis
Sales analysis gives you hundreds of powerful online inquiries based on an internal data warehouse.
These inquiries are available online within seconds and are based on a five-dimensional matrix.
The five dimensions are by:

> user-defined customer/channel hierarchy > user-defined type of sale
> user-defined item hierarchy > user-defined item life cycle
> time

Each inquiry has multiple formats and options that provide a truly powerful online analytical facil-
ity that is complementary to the facilities provided by Business Intelligence.

Forecasting
Determine the demand for your products based on sales history and company policy regarding
stock holding and supply ratios. Set up many forecast formulas for simulation purposes.

The formula definition is flexible, allowing you to seasonalize forecasts, omit specific products or
product groups from the formulas and base forecasts on sales or on demand (i.e., including lost
sales). Forecast formulas may be defined relative to the publishing date of a title to capture accu-
rate title life-cycle movements.

The built-in focus forecasting uses these formulas to predict demand and matches the results
against actuals from previous periods. It then uses whichever simulation has proved to be the
most accurate over the chosen period. The results can then be used to generate demand.

Purchase Planning
Purchase planning creates purchase plans in bulk from forecasts for items that do not justify indi-
vidual analysis when placing orders. It is a batch process based on user-defined formulas and busi-
ness rules. Purchase planning creates a suggested purchase file based on forecasts and/or mini-
mum stock levels and economical order quantities.

The suggested purchase report can be viewed and amended online. Once it has been reviewed it
can be used to automatically create purchase orders or print orders.

Pricing Simulation
Pricing simulation allows your product managers to perform multiple projections and makes an
acceptable margin on titles, while keeping them competitive. Include provisions for rebates, serv-
ice, advertising, retailer margins, and any other costs you wish.

Simulate different scenarios to find an acceptable RRP that covers your costs and provides accept-
able margins to you and your retailers, while remaining competitive in the market.

PSI
PSI is an invaluable tool that assists your product managers in ordering the right quantity of the
right title at the right time. It is particularly suitable for large value titles, where it is important to
keep stock at an optimum level, with long lead times or short life cycles. It can significantly
reduce out-of-stock situations and instances when holding excess stock must be remaindered
because it is about to become obsolete.

PSI is a fully-integrated spreadsheet-like tool used to plan the purchases of individual titles. It 
displays information from the Pricing Simulation sub-module, forecasts, stock levels, back orders,
forward orders, outstanding purchase orders, etc., and allows you to define desired stock holding
ratios. You can pose a series of ‘what-if’ scenarios to determine the optimum quantities and tim-
ing of your order.
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FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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e Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting system provides many automated features that effortlessly track and con-

trol all the costs involved in the shipping of goods such as FOB (Free on Board) and associated landing charges.
Shipping invoices only need to be processed once and because Shipping Accounting is linked to Bookmaster’s
Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your AP.

The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing charges based on esti-
mates. When it’s time to process your actuals, Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting calculates the variances and
will give you the option to automatically take it up as an expense or profit or, you can capitalise on the variance
without manual input.

Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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trol all the costs involved in the shipping of goods such as FOB (Free on Board) and associated landing charges.
Shipping invoices only need to be processed once and because Shipping Accounting is linked to Bookmaster’s
Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your AP.

The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing charges based on esti-
mates. When it’s time to process your actuals, Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting calculates the variances and
will give you the option to automatically take it up as an expense or profit or, you can capitalise on the variance
without manual input.

Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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trol all the costs involved in the shipping of goods such as FOB (Free on Board) and associated landing charges.
Shipping invoices only need to be processed once and because Shipping Accounting is linked to Bookmaster’s
Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your AP.

The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing charges based on esti-
mates. When it’s time to process your actuals, Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting calculates the variances and
will give you the option to automatically take it up as an expense or profit or, you can capitalise on the variance
without manual input.

Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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trol all the costs involved in the shipping of goods such as FOB (Free on Board) and associated landing charges.
Shipping invoices only need to be processed once and because Shipping Accounting is linked to Bookmaster’s
Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your AP.

The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing charges based on esti-
mates. When it’s time to process your actuals, Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting calculates the variances and
will give you the option to automatically take it up as an expense or profit or, you can capitalise on the variance
without manual input.

Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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trol all the costs involved in the shipping of goods such as FOB (Free on Board) and associated landing charges.
Shipping invoices only need to be processed once and because Shipping Accounting is linked to Bookmaster’s
Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your AP.

The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing charges based on esti-
mates. When it’s time to process your actuals, Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting calculates the variances and
will give you the option to automatically take it up as an expense or profit or, you can capitalise on the variance
without manual input.

Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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FormsMaster

Bookmaster data

FormsMaster

Print Fax

FormsMaster Designer

distributed via

Bookmaster data merged
with electronic documents

Email

Purchase Management

Shipping Accounting

FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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Shipping invoices only need to be processed once and because Shipping Accounting is linked to Bookmaster’s
Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your AP.

The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing charges based on esti-
mates. When it’s time to process your actuals, Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting calculates the variances and
will give you the option to automatically take it up as an expense or profit or, you can capitalise on the variance
without manual input.

Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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Manage purchasing cycles from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and the pro-
cessing of supplier’s invoices. Streamline purchase order processing and automatically gener-
ate accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders, on-board shipments
and helps you to monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
Define import costing formulas by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexi-
bility with minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatev-
er else you require to calculate the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders that can be amended
on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature tracks by shipment and con-
tainer, with multiple ETAs, and provides a three-way reconciliation between purchase order,
invoice and receipt quantities.

Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting system’s automated, effortless tracking controls all costs
involved in the shipping of goods such as FOB (Free on Board) and associated landing charges.
Shipping invoices only need to be processed once, and because Shipping Accounting is linked
to Bookmaster’s Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your
AP. The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing
charges based on estimates. When it’s time to process your actual, Bookmaster’s Shipping
Accounting calculates the variances with the option to automatically take it up as an expense,
profit or you can capitalize on the variance without manual input. Utilizing Bookmaster’s
Shipping Accounting feature eliminates manual processes when calculating and paying ship-
ping costs, saving you time and money. It also improves the accuracy of all shipping account-
ing processes and provides greater visibility. These benefits will allow you to manage this area
more resourcefully.

FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document
distribution process. It automates your document distribution process 
by allowing you to design electronic forms, merge them with
Bookmaster data, and intelligently determine which medium (fax,
email or print) to use for document distribution. Status messages of
each transmitted document are sent to the originator and manager
to ensure you know which documents have been delivered success-
fully and which have not. FormsMaster eliminates the need for
pre-printed stationery, saving you storage space and the costs
associated with obsolete preprinted stationary. FormsMaster
is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your documents
are created from within Bookmaster. FormsMaster improves
the efficiency of your document distribution process,
enables you to track where documents have been sent, their
delivery, and increases your response time in redistributing
undelivered documents. 

FormsMaster automates your document distribution process by allowing you
to design electronic forms, which are merged with Bookmaster data, and then
intelligently determines which medium (fax, email or print) to use to distribute
the documents. Status messages of each transmitted document are sent to
the originator and manager to ensure you are aware of which documents
have been delivered successfully and which documents have not been de-
livered and need to be re-transmitted.

FormsMaster eliminates the need for pre-printed stationery saving you stor-
age space as well as costs associated with obsolete pre-printed statio-
nery.

FormsMaster is an integrated part of Bookmaster so all your docu-
ments are created from within Bookmaster.

FormsMaster improves the efficiency of your document distribu-
tion process, enables you to track where documents have been sent,
whether they have been delivered and if not, increases your response time in re-distributing undelivered docu-
ments. FormsMaster allows you to have more control of your entire document distribution process.

Purchase Management  manages your purchasing cycle from purchase order entry through receipt of goods and
the processing of supplier’s invoices. You can streamline purchase order processing and automatically generate
accurate landed costs. It provides you with close control over orders and on-board shipments and helps you to
monitor delivery dates.

Flexible import costing maintenance
You can define import costing formulae by product and/or product group, combining maximum flexibility with
minimum maintenance overhead. These can include freight, insurance and whatever else you require to calculate
the true cost of stocking each item.

Easily track orders
The Suggested Orders facility automatically generates purchase orders which can
be amended on-screen before releasing them. The Shipment Control feature al-
lows you to track by shipment and container, with multiple ETAs, and provides a
three way reconciliation between purchase order quantity, invoice quantity and
receipt quantity.
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trol all the costs involved in the shipping of goods such as FOB (Free on Board) and associated landing charges.
Shipping invoices only need to be processed once and because Shipping Accounting is linked to Bookmaster’s
Accounts Payable (AP), you can automatically post shipping invoices to your AP.

The Shipping Accounting feature automatically generates accruals for all your landing charges based on esti-
mates. When it’s time to process your actuals, Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting calculates the variances and
will give you the option to automatically take it up as an expense or profit or, you can capitalise on the variance
without manual input.

Utilising Bookmaster’s Shipping Accounting feature will result in the elimination of many manual processes
when calculating and paying shipping costs - saving you time and money. In addition, this feature will improve
accuracy of all shipping accounting processes and provide greater visibility – benefits that will allow you to
manage this area more resourcefully.
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Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable provides an effective and easy way to use the system for controlling day-to-day purchases. It
is integrated with General Ledger, with postings on an ‘on demand’ basis. It allows automatic and/or manual
payments with flexible payment selection and caters for foreign currencies and multiple bank accounts. An
Invoice Authorization facility allows entry of an unapproved invoice before circulating it for approval. If the
original document is lost it can be included in contingent liabilities as it is registered on the system. Once the
invoice is approved, its status is changed to that of a normal invoice, without re-keying. Accounts Payable also
gives you the ability to withhold amounts for withholding tax purposes. It is interfaced to Editorial and Book
Production and Royalties.

General Ledger
General Ledger uses a continuous posting environment that allows you to run reports at any time. Full on-line
validation is used to avoid duplicate or corrupt data. It is a multi-company, multi-currency system with a flexible
chart of accounts with sub-accounts for detailed analysis by employee or other analysis codes.
You can pre-define interfaces from distribution so data entry staff enter a transaction, not a GL code. This means
fewer mistakes are made and you can define how each transaction is handled and to which accounts they are
posted. This lets your marketing and financial departments define separate structures for their own analysis
needs. You can also post transactions in up to 12 previous periods with the appropriate security.
A powerful yet easy to use report writer allows you to define your own Balance Sheets, Trial Balances, etc.

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable provides many functions to make your life easier, including on-line allocation of cash
against balances and/or invoices, automatic allocation, bank deposit slips, debtors statements, collection sched-
ules and automatic write-off of small discrepancies (with user defined limits). Cash can be allocated against
outstanding unapproved claims. You can keep paid invoices for an unlimited time and hide them to make it easier
to allocate cash. It also includes a Trial Balance report writer.

Claims Control
Claims Control allows you to register then approve, modify or reject claims. It is interfaced to Returns Manage-
ment and gives you a simple yet powerful way to monitor and control any kind of claim before it is acted upon
and to notify customers of the status of claims. Once a claim is approved it automatically becomes a credit note
without the need for re-keying.  You can enter claims directly from a remittance advice or a claim form and can
allocate cash against unapproved claims, making it easy to manage complex cash allocations that include many
claims.

Telecollections
Telecollections helps you follow-up outstanding debts using a work scheduler that tells you who to call and
when to call. You can record and view telephone conversations, letters, customer balances, transactions, move-
ments and user-defined system events such as payments. These are kept as customer history. Once you have
reviewed your customer’s history, you make and record your collection call. You can then enter a follow-up
date on the calendar, creating a new entry in the work scheduler. You can also automatically send standard
letters which are then stored in customer history.
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Bookmaster currently provides a wide range of EDI messages in regular use for data interchange within the book
industry.  The basic EDI messages include:

> Purchase orders > P.O. acknowledgment > Electronic invoice
Bookmaster supports the Myer EAN Way (Myers Electronic Trading) and sends ASN’s (Advanced Shipping
Notification) as required.

The EDI standards supported include:
> ANSI X12 > EDIFACT > BISAC > ONIX

EDI processes can be fully automated with the only intervention required for error handling. The Bookmaster
EDI facility will continue to operate in addition to the facilities provided by e-Commerce.

Financials

EDI
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Invoice Authorization facility allows entry of an unapproved invoice before circulating it for approval. If the
original document is lost it can be included in contingent liabilities as it is registered on the system. Once the
invoice is approved, its status is changed to that of a normal invoice, without re-keying. Accounts Payable also
gives you the ability to withhold amounts for withholding tax purposes. It is interfaced to Editorial and Book
Production and Royalties.

General Ledger
General Ledger uses a continuous posting environment that allows you to run reports at any time. Full on-line
validation is used to avoid duplicate or corrupt data. It is a multi-company, multi-currency system with a flexible
chart of accounts with sub-accounts for detailed analysis by employee or other analysis codes.
You can pre-define interfaces from distribution so data entry staff enter a transaction, not a GL code. This means
fewer mistakes are made and you can define how each transaction is handled and to which accounts they are
posted. This lets your marketing and financial departments define separate structures for their own analysis
needs. You can also post transactions in up to 12 previous periods with the appropriate security.
A powerful yet easy to use report writer allows you to define your own Balance Sheets, Trial Balances, etc.

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable provides many functions to make your life easier, including on-line allocation of cash
against balances and/or invoices, automatic allocation, bank deposit slips, debtors statements, collection sched-
ules and automatic write-off of small discrepancies (with user defined limits). Cash can be allocated against
outstanding unapproved claims. You can keep paid invoices for an unlimited time and hide them to make it easier
to allocate cash. It also includes a Trial Balance report writer.

Claims Control
Claims Control allows you to register then approve, modify or reject claims. It is interfaced to Returns Manage-
ment and gives you a simple yet powerful way to monitor and control any kind of claim before it is acted upon
and to notify customers of the status of claims. Once a claim is approved it automatically becomes a credit note
without the need for re-keying.  You can enter claims directly from a remittance advice or a claim form and can
allocate cash against unapproved claims, making it easy to manage complex cash allocations that include many
claims.

Telecollections
Telecollections helps you follow-up outstanding debts using a work scheduler that tells you who to call and
when to call. You can record and view telephone conversations, letters, customer balances, transactions, move-
ments and user-defined system events such as payments. These are kept as customer history. Once you have
reviewed your customer’s history, you make and record your collection call. You can then enter a follow-up
date on the calendar, creating a new entry in the work scheduler. You can also automatically send standard
letters which are then stored in customer history.
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Bookmaster supports the Myer EAN Way (Myers Electronic Trading) and sends ASN’s (Advanced Shipping
Notification) as required.
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Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable provides an effective and easy way to use the system for controlling day-to-day purchases. It
is integrated with General Ledger, with postings on an ‘on demand’ basis. It allows automatic and/or manual
payments with flexible payment selection and caters for foreign currencies and multiple bank accounts. An
Invoice Authorization facility allows entry of an unapproved invoice before circulating it for approval. If the
original document is lost it can be included in contingent liabilities as it is registered on the system. Once the
invoice is approved, its status is changed to that of a normal invoice, without re-keying. Accounts Payable also
gives you the ability to withhold amounts for withholding tax purposes. It is interfaced to Editorial and Book
Production and Royalties.

General Ledger
General Ledger uses a continuous posting environment that allows you to run reports at any time. Full on-line
validation is used to avoid duplicate or corrupt data. It is a multi-company, multi-currency system with a flexible
chart of accounts with sub-accounts for detailed analysis by employee or other analysis codes.
You can pre-define interfaces from distribution so data entry staff enter a transaction, not a GL code. This means
fewer mistakes are made and you can define how each transaction is handled and to which accounts they are
posted. This lets your marketing and financial departments define separate structures for their own analysis
needs. You can also post transactions in up to 12 previous periods with the appropriate security.
A powerful yet easy to use report writer allows you to define your own Balance Sheets, Trial Balances, etc.

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable provides many functions to make your life easier, including on-line allocation of cash
against balances and/or invoices, automatic allocation, bank deposit slips, debtors statements, collection sched-
ules and automatic write-off of small discrepancies (with user defined limits). Cash can be allocated against
outstanding unapproved claims. You can keep paid invoices for an unlimited time and hide them to make it easier
to allocate cash. It also includes a Trial Balance report writer.

Claims Control
Claims Control allows you to register then approve, modify or reject claims. It is interfaced to Returns Manage-
ment and gives you a simple yet powerful way to monitor and control any kind of claim before it is acted upon
and to notify customers of the status of claims. Once a claim is approved it automatically becomes a credit note
without the need for re-keying.  You can enter claims directly from a remittance advice or a claim form and can
allocate cash against unapproved claims, making it easy to manage complex cash allocations that include many
claims.

Telecollections
Telecollections helps you follow-up outstanding debts using a work scheduler that tells you who to call and
when to call. You can record and view telephone conversations, letters, customer balances, transactions, move-
ments and user-defined system events such as payments. These are kept as customer history. Once you have
reviewed your customer’s history, you make and record your collection call. You can then enter a follow-up
date on the calendar, creating a new entry in the work scheduler. You can also automatically send standard
letters which are then stored in customer history.
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Bookmaster currently provides a wide range of EDI messages in regular use for data interchange within the book
industry.  The basic EDI messages include:

> Purchase orders > P.O. acknowledgment > Electronic invoice
Bookmaster supports the Myer EAN Way (Myers Electronic Trading) and sends ASN’s (Advanced Shipping
Notification) as required.

The EDI standards supported include:
> ANSI X12 > EDIFACT > BISAC > ONIX

EDI processes can be fully automated with the only intervention required for error handling. The Bookmaster
EDI facility will continue to operate in addition to the facilities provided by e-Commerce.
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Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable provides an effective and easy way to use the system for controlling day-to-day purchases. It
is integrated with General Ledger, with postings on an ‘on demand’ basis. It allows automatic and/or manual
payments with flexible payment selection and caters for foreign currencies and multiple bank accounts. An
Invoice Authorization facility allows entry of an unapproved invoice before circulating it for approval. If the
original document is lost it can be included in contingent liabilities as it is registered on the system. Once the
invoice is approved, its status is changed to that of a normal invoice, without re-keying. Accounts Payable also
gives you the ability to withhold amounts for withholding tax purposes. It is interfaced to Editorial and Book
Production and Royalties.

General Ledger
General Ledger uses a continuous posting environment that allows you to run reports at any time. Full on-line
validation is used to avoid duplicate or corrupt data. It is a multi-company, multi-currency system with a flexible
chart of accounts with sub-accounts for detailed analysis by employee or other analysis codes.
You can pre-define interfaces from distribution so data entry staff enter a transaction, not a GL code. This means
fewer mistakes are made and you can define how each transaction is handled and to which accounts they are
posted. This lets your marketing and financial departments define separate structures for their own analysis
needs. You can also post transactions in up to 12 previous periods with the appropriate security.
A powerful yet easy to use report writer allows you to define your own Balance Sheets, Trial Balances, etc.

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable provides many functions to make your life easier, including on-line allocation of cash
against balances and/or invoices, automatic allocation, bank deposit slips, debtors statements, collection sched-
ules and automatic write-off of small discrepancies (with user defined limits). Cash can be allocated against
outstanding unapproved claims. You can keep paid invoices for an unlimited time and hide them to make it easier
to allocate cash. It also includes a Trial Balance report writer.

Claims Control
Claims Control allows you to register then approve, modify or reject claims. It is interfaced to Returns Manage-
ment and gives you a simple yet powerful way to monitor and control any kind of claim before it is acted upon
and to notify customers of the status of claims. Once a claim is approved it automatically becomes a credit note
without the need for re-keying.  You can enter claims directly from a remittance advice or a claim form and can
allocate cash against unapproved claims, making it easy to manage complex cash allocations that include many
claims.

Telecollections
Telecollections helps you follow-up outstanding debts using a work scheduler that tells you who to call and
when to call. You can record and view telephone conversations, letters, customer balances, transactions, move-
ments and user-defined system events such as payments. These are kept as customer history. Once you have
reviewed your customer’s history, you make and record your collection call. You can then enter a follow-up
date on the calendar, creating a new entry in the work scheduler. You can also automatically send standard
letters which are then stored in customer history.
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Bookmaster currently provides a wide range of EDI messages in regular use for data interchange within the book
industry.  The basic EDI messages include:

> Purchase orders > P.O. acknowledgment > Electronic invoice
Bookmaster supports the Myer EAN Way (Myers Electronic Trading) and sends ASN’s (Advanced Shipping
Notification) as required.

The EDI standards supported include:
> ANSI X12 > EDIFACT > BISAC > ONIX

EDI processes can be fully automated with the only intervention required for error handling. The Bookmaster
EDI facility will continue to operate in addition to the facilities provided by e-Commerce.

Financials

EDI

Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable provides an effective and easy way to use the system for controlling day-to-day
purchases. It is integrated with General Ledger, with postings on an ‘on demand’ basis. It allows
automatic and/or manual payments with flexible payment selection and caters for foreign currencies
and multiple bank accounts. An Invoice Authorization facility allows entry of an unapproved
invoice before circulating it for approval. If the original document is lost it can be included in 
contingent liabilities as it is registered on the system. Approved invoices statuses are changed to
“normal”, without re-keying. Accounts Payable also gives you the ability to withhold amounts for
withholding tax purposes. It is interfaced to Editorial and Book Production and Royalties.

General Ledger
General Ledger uses a continuous posting environment that can run reports at any time. Full
online validation is used to avoid duplicate or corrupt data. It is a multi-company, multi-currency
system with a flexible chart of accounts with sub-accounts for detailed analysis by employee or
other analysis codes. Pre-define interfaces from distribution so data entry staff enter a transaction,
not a GL code. Make fewer mistakes. Define how each transaction is handled and to which
accounts they are posted. This lets your marketing and financial departments define separate struc-
tures for their own analysis needs. Post transactions in up to 12 previous periods with the appro-
priate security. A powerful yet easy to use report writer allows you to define your own Balance
Sheets, Trial Balances, etc.

Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable provides many functions to make your life easier, including online allocation
of cash against balances and/or invoices, automatic allocation, bank deposit slips, debtors statements,
collection schedules and automatic write-off of small discrepancies (with user defined limits). Cash
can be allocated against outstanding unapproved claims. Keep paid invoices for an unlimited time
and hide them to make it easier to allocate cash. It also includes a Trial Balance report writer.

Claims Control
Claims Control allows you to register then approve, modify or reject claims. Interfaced to Returns
Management, it gives you a simple yet powerful way to monitor and control any kind of claim
before it is acted upon and to notify customers of claims status. Once a claim is approved it 
automatically becomes a credit note without the need for re-keying. Enter claims directly from a
remittance advice or a claim form, allocate cash against unapproved claims, and easily to manage
complex cash allocations that include many claims.

Telecollections
Telecollections follows-up on outstanding debts using a work scheduler that tells you who and when
to call. Record and view telephone conversations, letters, customer balances, transactions, move-
ments and user-defined system events, such as payments. These are kept as a customer history.
Once you have reviewed your customer’s history, you make and record your collection call. You can
then enter a follow-update on the calendar, creating a new entry in the work scheduler. You can
also automatically send standard letters which are then stored in customer history.

Bookmaster currently provides a wide range of EDI messages in regular use for data inter-
change within the book industry. The basic EDI messages include:

> Purchase orders > P.O. acknowledgment > Electronic invoices

Bookmaster supports the Myer EAN Way (Myers Electronic Trading) and sends Advanced
Shipping Notification (ASN) as required.

The EDI standards supported include:
> ANSI X12 > EDIFACT > BISAC > ONIX

EDI processes can be fully automated with the only intervention required for error handling. 
The Bookmaster EDI facility will continue to operate in addition to the facilities provided by 
e-Commerce.



Bookmaster e-Commerce is a complete Business to Business (B2B) and Business to Consumer
(B2C) solution for business transactions on the Internet. Bookmaster also provides remote
access via a standard browser through the Internet or an Intranet.

At IBS we believe e-Commerce should be easy to implement, use and maintain. The IBS
‘n’Tier Application Model makes implementation and maintenance of any enterprise-wide
system much simpler, because all sub-systems (such as e-Commerce) use a single database
and set of business logic. Bookmaster e-Commerce works directly in real time with the exist-
ing Bookmaster database and business logic so you can very
quickly implement it without the need to use an additional
database. This allows it to provide consistent, accurate, up-to-
date information without the errors and inconsistencies associ-
ated with maintaining separate systems and databases.

Because data is accessed in real-time any changes made to the
core Bookmaster database or business logic are immediately
reflected in the e-Commerce system. This means you will get
the same response to an inquiry (for example a discount or
price) whether you inquire via e-Commerce or via a standard
Bookmaster inquiry. For example, if a price, discount, product
description, catalog listing or any other information is changed
on the core system, the change is reflected immediately in the
e-Commerce system. Working with a single database also
means the risk of error is reduced.
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Bookmaster e-Commerce is a complete Business to Business (B2B) and Business to Consumer (B2C) solution
for business transactions on the Internet. Bookmaster also provides remote access via a standard browser through
the Internet or an Intranet.

At IBS we believe e-Commerce should be easy to implement, use and maintain. The IBS ‘n’Tier Application
Model makes implementation and maintenance of any enterprise-wide system much simpler, because all sub-
systems (such as e-Commerce), use a single database and set of business logic.

Bookmaster e-Commerce works directly in real time with
the existing Bookmaster database and business logic so you
can very quickly implement it without the need to use an
additional database. This allows it to provide consistent,
accurate, up-to-date information without the errors and in-
consistencies associated with maintaining separate systems
and databases.

Because data is accessed in real-time any changes made to
the core Bookmaster database or business logic are imme-
diately reflected in the e-Commerce system. This means
you will get the same response to an inquiry (for example a
discount or price) whether you inquire via e-Commerce or
via a standard Bookmaster inquiry.

For example, if a price, discount, product description, catalogue listing or any other information is changed on
the core system, the change is reflected immediately in the e-Commerce system. Working with a single data-
base also means the risk of error is reduced as your data only has to be maintained in one place.

Bookmaster e-Commerce Features

> Easily maintainable by business people,
not programmers

> Real-time interaction with the core system
> Security log-on with password protection
> User-definable catalogue with an

independent multi-layer hierarchy
> Search facilities
> Price and availability
> Fast order placement
> Shopping cart facilities
> Order status
> ‘Customer self-service’

> Centralized management of objects (such
as covers, synopses, blurbs, tables of
contents, sample chapters, etc.) stored
anywhere on the network

> Ability to customize ‘look and feel’
> Returns authorizations
> Multiple sign-on per customer with

different authority
> Account status
> Bill payment
> Secure on-line payment
> Automatic email confirmation of orders

and changes in order status

“The wonderful thing about us already being on Bookmaster is
that implementing e-Commerce was a fairly smooth process.

Since then we’ve found it to be extremely practical, functional
and user friendly. We also believe that Bookmaster’s

e-Commerce solution is another tool that will further improve our
service levels and order turnaround times.”

Glen Davison, Managing Director,
Booksite Afrika, South Africa
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e-Commerce
Bookmaster e-Commerce is a complete Business to Business (B2B) and Business to Consumer (B2C) solution
for business transactions on the Internet. Bookmaster also provides remote access via a standard browser through
the Internet or an Intranet.

At IBS we believe e-Commerce should be easy to implement, use and maintain. The IBS ‘n’Tier Application
Model makes implementation and maintenance of any enterprise-wide system much simpler, because all sub-
systems (such as e-Commerce), use a single database and set of business logic.

Bookmaster e-Commerce works directly in real time with
the existing Bookmaster database and business logic so you
can very quickly implement it without the need to use an
additional database. This allows it to provide consistent,
accurate, up-to-date information without the errors and in-
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discount or price) whether you inquire via e-Commerce or
via a standard Bookmaster inquiry.
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service levels and order turnaround times.”
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The Bookmaster Editorial and Book Production system is specifically designed to help publishers
manage the entire process of producing books and
related items.

Take control of the entire publishing process
It is driven by user-definable business rules, making
it extremely flexible and suitable for all types of
publishers. It can be used for non-book items (e.g.,
CDs, videos, web sites, e-books) as well as tradi-
tional books; and spans the entire publishing
process, from initial publishing plan, through
acceptance of books into the warehouse. It allows
publishers to compare actual costs and sales with
pre-publication estimates and budgets to provide a true profit and loss for each title.

This system has been developed in conjunction with major publishers worldwide including aca-
demic publishers like Addison Wesley Longman (Singapore) and Pearson Education (Australia),
trade publishers such as Penguin (Australia) and government publishers like Learning Media
(New Zealand). 

It covers the following steps in the editorial and book publishing process:
> Planning > Cost management > Amortization
> Specifications > Project management/scheduling > Paper control
> Estimating & budgeting > Resource management

This system unites functions publishers currently manage manually, or via spreadsheets, into
one integrated and controlled system. It is also integrated with the core Bookmaster publishing
and distribution system to allow executives to quickly track publishing plans, individual projects
and compare estimates with actuals on an individual or aggregated basis.
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This system brings together many functions that are currently managed manually or via spreadsheets by most
publishers into one integrated and controlled system. It is also integrated with the core Bookmaster publishing
and distribution system. This will allow executives to easily and quickly see the progress of publishing plans
and individual projects and can compare estimates with actuals on an individual or aggregated basis.

> Lower publishing costs through:
� Improved utiliz        ation of in-house and external resources
� Tighter control over publishing costs
� Elimination of re-keying of information and duplication of data
� Reduction in errors and the need to re-do work
� Increased ability to meet forecast publishing dates
� Extensive management information
� Use of templates for rapid project set-up
� Automation of many internal processes, e.g. estimating and scheduling

> More accurate profit and loss and break-even estimates
> Comparison of actual profit and loss against pre-publication estimates
> Greater profitability
> Increased shareholder value

“Bookmaster is critical to the success of our business because
it helps drive turnover. With Bookmaster, we have information

at out fingertips and this allows us to make better
business decisions.”

Clive Julius, IT Project Manager,
Via Afrika, South Africa
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This module is designed specifically for publishers selling to educational institutions.

Track representatives’ activities
It allows you to track the activity of your representatives and analyze adoptions, enrolments and competitive
products.  It is integrated with the distribution system and allows your representatives and/or data entry staff to
enter orders for complimentary or inspection copies of texts for teachers or lecturers considering adoption.

Comprehensive information easily accessible by representatives
The system contains information on schools and institutions, their campuses, lecturers, courses and related
bookstores. Extensive records for each lecturer include areas of interest and competitive books. Your sales
representatives, sales management and marketing departments can utilize this information to analyze your aca-
demic customers and maximize adoptions and sales.

Take complete control of forecasts
When using this module you can track enrolments, order and manage samples or gratis copies, forecast and
report on adoptions, record competitive information, plan sales representative calls and accurately forecast
total sales and compare forecasts to actuals. The link to related bookstore ensures that when a book is adopted,
the relevant bookstore has sufficient copies, avoiding embarrassing and costly out-of-stock situations, reducing
the need to supply hardcover instead of paperbacks and reducing air freight costs.

Increase productivity and profitability
By managing your academic representatives’ activities you can maximize the number of adoptions, optimize the
stock levels of expensive books and increase your productivity and profitability.

Automate royalties
Royalties lets you define any kind of stock movement within the distribution system, determine if  it is to be
included for royalty calculations, and if so, on what basis. Because the parameters are completely user-defined,
it gives you the ability to automate almost any royalty condition and to report on all kinds of stock movement,
not just sales. If required, stock movements can be shown on Royalty statements, and the entire system is fully
auditable; increasing information and accountability to your authors.

Flexible contracts
It allows you to define multiple payees per con-
tract, and/or multiple contracts per ISBN, with
different payment terms for each. You can de-
fine stepped/rising royalties and link different
contracts for the same author.

Interfaced to Financials
Royalties is interfaced to Accounts Payable and
General Ledger to automatically handle addi-
tional income or expenditure associated with a
contract, such as advances, sub-rights and per-
missions. It is also interfaced to Accounts Pay-
able for royalty payments, with an option to
withhold a percentage for withholding taxes.

Royalties is a flexible, easy to  use module
that automates even the most complex royalty
provision.

Royalty Contract

•Multiple payees

•Pay to agent/author/other

•Multiple contracts/book

•Returns provision
•Stepped royalties

•Free-form text

Flexible user-defined
system Statements

• Integrated with
• Distribution
• General ledger
• Accounts payable
• CAL

• Advances
• Sub-rights
• Permissions
• Copyright

  agency

• User-defined rules
• Include/exclude

any movement/tos
• Contract templates
• Special conditions • Withholding

  tax
• Adjustments
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it gives you the ability to automate almost any royalty condition and to report on all kinds of stock movement,
not just sales. If required, stock movements can be shown on Royalty statements, and the entire system is fully
auditable; increasing information and accountability to your authors.

Flexible contracts
It allows you to define multiple payees per con-
tract, and/or multiple contracts per ISBN, with
different payment terms for each. You can de-
fine stepped/rising royalties and link different
contracts for the same author.

Interfaced to Financials
Royalties is interfaced to Accounts Payable and
General Ledger to automatically handle addi-
tional income or expenditure associated with a
contract, such as advances, sub-rights and per-
missions. It is also interfaced to Accounts Pay-
able for royalty payments, with an option to
withhold a percentage for withholding taxes.

Royalties is a flexible, easy to  use module
that automates even the most complex royalty
provision.

Royalty Contract

•Multiple payees

•Pay to agent/author/other

•Multiple contracts/book

•Returns provision
•Stepped royalties

•Free-form text

Flexible user-defined
system Statements

• Integrated with
• Distribution
• General ledger
• Accounts payable
• CAL

• Advances
• Sub-rights
• Permissions
• Copyright

  agency

• User-defined rules
• Include/exclude

any movement/tos
• Contract templates
• Special conditions • Withholding

  tax
• Adjustments
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Royalties

Academic Adoptions
This module is designed specifically for publishers selling to educational institutions.

Track representatives’ activities
It allows you to track the activity of your representatives and analyze adoptions, enrolments and competitive
products.  It is integrated with the distribution system and allows your representatives and/or data entry staff to
enter orders for complimentary or inspection copies of texts for teachers or lecturers considering adoption.

Comprehensive information easily accessible by representatives
The system contains information on schools and institutions, their campuses, lecturers, courses and related
bookstores. Extensive records for each lecturer include areas of interest and competitive books. Your sales
representatives, sales management and marketing departments can utilize this information to analyze your aca-
demic customers and maximize adoptions and sales.

Take complete control of forecasts
When using this module you can track enrolments, order and manage samples or gratis copies, forecast and
report on adoptions, record competitive information, plan sales representative calls and accurately forecast
total sales and compare forecasts to actuals. The link to related bookstore ensures that when a book is adopted,
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Automate royalties
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stock movement, not just sales. Stock movements can be shown on Royalty statements,
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authors.

Flexible contracts
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per contract, and/or multiple contracts per
ISBN, with different payment terms for
each. Define stepped/rising royalties and
link different contracts for the same author,
as well.

Interfaced to Financials
Royalties is interfaced to Accounts Payable
and the General Ledger to automatically
handle additional income or expenditure
associated with a contract, such as
advances, sub-rights and permissions. It is
also interfaced to Accounts Payable for 
royalty payments, with an option to 
withhold a percentage for withholding
taxes. Royalties is a flexible, easy-to-use
module that automates even the most
complex royalty provision.

This module is designed specifically for publishers selling to educational institutions.

Track representatives’ activities
Track the activity of your representatives and analyze adoptions, enrollments and competitive
products. Bookmaster is integrated with the distribution system and allows your representatives
and/or data entry staff to enter orders for complimentary or inspection copies of texts for teach-
ers or lecturers considering adoption.

Comprehensive information easily accessible by representatives
The system contains information on schools and institutions, their campuses, lecturers, courses
and related bookstores. Extensive records for each lecturer include areas of interest and competi-
tive books. Your sales representatives, sales management and marketing departments can utilize
this information to analyze your academic customers and maximize adoptions and sales.

Control of forecasts
Track enrollments, order and manage samples or gratis copies, forecast and report on adoptions,
record competitive information, plan sales representative calls and accurately forecast total sales
and compare forecasts to actuals. The link to related bookstore ensures that when a book is
adopted,the relevant bookstore has sufficient copies, avoiding embarrassing and costly out-of-
stock situations, reducing the need to supply hardcover instead of paperbacks and reducing air
freight costs.

Increase productivity and profitability
By managing your academic representatives’ activities you can maximize the number of adop-
tions, optimize the stock levels of expensive books and increase your productivity and profitability.

This module is designed specifically for publishers selling to educational institutions.
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products.  It is integrated with the distribution system and allows your representatives and/or data entry staff to
enter orders for complimentary or inspection copies of texts for teachers or lecturers considering adoption.

Comprehensive information easily accessible by representatives
The system contains information on schools and institutions, their campuses, lecturers, courses and related
bookstores. Extensive records for each lecturer include areas of interest and competitive books. Your sales
representatives, sales management and marketing departments can utilize this information to analyze your aca-
demic customers and maximize adoptions and sales.

Take complete control of forecasts
When using this module you can track enrolments, order and manage samples or gratis copies, forecast and
report on adoptions, record competitive information, plan sales representative calls and accurately forecast
total sales and compare forecasts to actuals. The link to related bookstore ensures that when a book is adopted,
the relevant bookstore has sufficient copies, avoiding embarrassing and costly out-of-stock situations, reducing
the need to supply hardcover instead of paperbacks and reducing air freight costs.

Increase productivity and profitability
By managing your academic representatives’ activities you can maximize the number of adoptions, optimize the
stock levels of expensive books and increase your productivity and profitability.

Automate royalties
Royalties lets you define any kind of stock movement within the distribution system, determine if  it is to be
included for royalty calculations, and if so, on what basis. Because the parameters are completely user-defined,
it gives you the ability to automate almost any royalty condition and to report on all kinds of stock movement,
not just sales. If required, stock movements can be shown on Royalty statements, and the entire system is fully
auditable; increasing information and accountability to your authors.

Flexible contracts
It allows you to define multiple payees per con-
tract, and/or multiple contracts per ISBN, with
different payment terms for each. You can de-
fine stepped/rising royalties and link different
contracts for the same author.

Interfaced to Financials
Royalties is interfaced to Accounts Payable and
General Ledger to automatically handle addi-
tional income or expenditure associated with a
contract, such as advances, sub-rights and per-
missions. It is also interfaced to Accounts Pay-
able for royalty payments, with an option to
withhold a percentage for withholding taxes.

Royalties is a flexible, easy to  use module
that automates even the most complex royalty
provision.

Royalty Contract

•Multiple payees

•Pay to agent/author/other

•Multiple contracts/book

•Returns provision
•Stepped royalties

•Free-form text
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Subscriptions is designed specifically to meet the needs of journal and loose-leaf publishers. It also caters for
books, CD-ROM, on-line services and other products. It was designed  to meet the needs of the global subscrip-
tions market and is fully integrated with Bookmaster’s fulfilment and financial system.

Trend management and analysis
Subscriptions uses demographic
data to aid in trend management and
analysis, leading to increased sub-
scriber  retention and revenue pro-
tection. By using user-defined analy-
sis codes it provides cross-selling
functionality and allows customers
to be defined and managed as pref-
erential customers.

Complete subscriptions
solution
Because it is fully integrated with the other
Bookmaster modules it provides a robust
and comprehensive solution to all aspects of
subscriptions, from processing through fulfillments,
stock management, debt collection and financial and marketing analysis.

Track buyer behaviour and increase cross-selling
The marketing analysis facilities provide the ability to track buyer behaviour and identify potential cross-selling
opportunities. Pricing and discounting are extremely flexible, with multiple discounts per customer per product;
with quantity breaks and date dependence. Campaign tracking is provided via the Direct Mail module interface.

Essential features specifically designed for Subscriptions
Subscriptions also incorporates essential features required by journal, loose leaf and other subscriptions pub-
lishers. These include moratorium periods (time for which no charge or a reduced price is levied before full price
is charged), grace days (number of days to supply a product after a renewal is issued and unpaid), payment by
instalment, flexible release options and start-end dates.

Other features include deferred revenue; the ability to handle both time and event based subscriptions; multiple
charging methods (eg anniversary, yearly, a nominated date); payment types (pay as you go, pay in advance
anniversary, pay in advance fixed) and methods (cash, check, credit card, direct debit, letter of credit, etc.).

Fully integrated with other modules
Bookmaster subscriptions was developed in conjunction with one of the world’s largest subscription companies.
It is integrated with Bookmaster distribution and books can be ordered on the same order processing screen as
subscriptions within the same order.

“We set IBS the task of customising the subscriptions module to
fit our business units and implementing it as one of the integrated

modules within the Bookmaster system.

“The operating companies in New Zealand, South Africa, Australia,
Singapore and Malaysia all went live within a tight five-month
period and we are delighted that all five countries went live on

schedule; within budget; and are all performing well.”
Peter Cheeseman, Chief Operating Officer,

Reed Elsevier Legal Division, UK
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lishers. These include moratorium periods (time for which no charge or a reduced price is levied before full price
is charged), grace days (number of days to supply a product after a renewal is issued and unpaid), payment by
instalment, flexible release options and start-end dates.

Other features include deferred revenue; the ability to handle both time and event based subscriptions; multiple
charging methods (eg anniversary, yearly, a nominated date); payment types (pay as you go, pay in advance
anniversary, pay in advance fixed) and methods (cash, check, credit card, direct debit, letter of credit, etc.).

Fully integrated with other modules
Bookmaster subscriptions was developed in conjunction with one of the world’s largest subscription companies.
It is integrated with Bookmaster distribution and books can be ordered on the same order processing screen as
subscriptions within the same order.

“We set IBS the task of customising the subscriptions module to
fit our business units and implementing it as one of the integrated

modules within the Bookmaster system.

“The operating companies in New Zealand, South Africa, Australia,
Singapore and Malaysia all went live within a tight five-month
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“We set IBS the task of customising the subscriptions module to
fit our business units and implementing it as one of the integrated

modules within the Bookmaster system.

“The operating companies in New Zealand, South Africa, Australia,
Singapore and Malaysia all went live within a tight five-month
period and we are delighted that all five countries went live on

schedule; within budget; and are all performing well.”

Peter Cheeseman, Chief Operating Officer,
Reed Elsevier Legal Division, UK

Subscriptions is designed specifically to meet the needs of journal and loose-leaf publishers.
It also caters for books, CD-ROM, online services and other products. Designed to meet the
needs of the global subscriptions market, it is fully-integrated with Bookmaster’s fulfillment
and financial system.

Trend management and analysis
Subscriptions uses demographic
data to aid in trend manage-
ment and analysis, leading to
increased subscriber retention
and revenue protection. Through
user-defined analysis codes it
provides cross selling functionali-
ty and allows customers to be
defined and managed as 
preferential customers.

Complete subscriptions solution
It provides a robust and comprehensive
solution to all aspects of subscriptions,
from processing through fulfillments, stock
management, debt collection and financial and 
marketing analysis.

Track buyer behavior and increase cross-selling
The marketing analysis facilities provide the ability to track buyer behavior and identify
potential cross-selling opportunities. Pricing and discounting are extremely flexible, with 
multiple discounts per customer per product; with quantity breaks and date dependence.
Campaign tracking is provided via the Direct Mail module interface.

Essential features specifically designed for subscriptions
Essential features required by journal, loose leaf and other subscriptions publishers have
been incorporated. These include moratorium periods (time for which no charge or a
reduced price is levied before full price is charged), grace days (number of days to supply a
product after a renewal is issued and unpaid), payment by installment, flexible release
options and start-end dates. Other features include deferred revenue; the ability to handle
both time, and event-based subscriptions; multiple charging methods (e.g., anniversary,
annually, a nominated date); payment types (pay as you go, pay in advance anniversary, pay
in advance fixed) and methods (cash, check, credit card, direct debit, letter of credit, etc.).

Fully-integrated with other modules
Bookmaster Subscriptions was developed in conjunction with one of the world’s largest sub-
scription companies. It is integrated with Bookmaster distribution and books can be ordered
on the same order processing screen as subscriptions within the same order.

Subscriptions is designed specifically to meet the needs of journal and loose-leaf publishers. It also caters for
books, CD-ROM, on-line services and other products. It was designed  to meet the needs of the global subscrip-
tions market and is fully integrated with Bookmaster’s fulfilment and financial system.

Trend management and analysis
Subscriptions uses demographic
data to aid in trend management and
analysis, leading to increased sub-
scriber  retention and revenue pro-
tection. By using user-defined analy-
sis codes it provides cross-selling
functionality and allows customers
to be defined and managed as pref-
erential customers.

Complete subscriptions
solution
Because it is fully integrated with the other
Bookmaster modules it provides a robust
and comprehensive solution to all aspects of
subscriptions, from processing through fulfillments,
stock management, debt collection and financial and marketing analysis.

Track buyer behaviour and increase cross-selling
The marketing analysis facilities provide the ability to track buyer behaviour and identify potential cross-selling
opportunities. Pricing and discounting are extremely flexible, with multiple discounts per customer per product;
with quantity breaks and date dependence. Campaign tracking is provided via the Direct Mail module interface.

Essential features specifically designed for Subscriptions
Subscriptions also incorporates essential features required by journal, loose leaf and other subscriptions pub-
lishers. These include moratorium periods (time for which no charge or a reduced price is levied before full price
is charged), grace days (number of days to supply a product after a renewal is issued and unpaid), payment by
instalment, flexible release options and start-end dates.

Other features include deferred revenue; the ability to handle both time and event based subscriptions; multiple
charging methods (eg anniversary, yearly, a nominated date); payment types (pay as you go, pay in advance
anniversary, pay in advance fixed) and methods (cash, check, credit card, direct debit, letter of credit, etc.).

Fully integrated with other modules
Bookmaster subscriptions was developed in conjunction with one of the world’s largest subscription companies.
It is integrated with Bookmaster distribution and books can be ordered on the same order processing screen as
subscriptions within the same order.

“We set IBS the task of customising the subscriptions module to
fit our business units and implementing it as one of the integrated

modules within the Bookmaster system.

“The operating companies in New Zealand, South Africa, Australia,
Singapore and Malaysia all went live within a tight five-month
period and we are delighted that all five countries went live on

schedule; within budget; and are all performing well.”
Peter Cheeseman, Chief Operating Officer,

Reed Elsevier Legal Division, UK
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Central to business success in today’s environment is the ability to win and keep new customers. Importantly
turning these first-time buyers into loyal customers is essential if you want to generate a constant stream of
profits.

The value of integrating CRM with your distribution system
Because CRM is inextricably linked with an organisation’s fulfilment and financial system, IBS has
designed CRM as an integrated part of Bookmaster. When you in invest in Bookmaster’s CRM solution, 
there is no duplication of data and inconsistencies that occur when utilizing a stand-alone CRM
package.

Bookmaster CRM – you control how you manage your relationships
The Bookmaster CRM module has also been designed to allow for maximum flexibility so that you can define
prospect/customer information according to your unique business requirements. This is because IBS has cre-
ated user-definable fields throughout the entire CRM system which allow you to create your own demographic
definitions, profiles, customer/prospect interactions, customer/prospect grouping, turnover, size, territory, sta-
tus, type, and much more.

The following key features form part of CRM:

Contact Management
Contact management contains all relevant information about an organization from their delivery address to
their order and transaction history. Contact Management also allows you to define more detailed information
about specific individuals you deal with in your customer’s organization from name, phone number to personal
information and even photographs. Key functions include:

> Customer master details > Back and forward orders > Customer contacts
> Delivery addresses > Debtors balance and ageing > Order entry
> Customer transactions > Activity management > Payment
> Additional customer information (e.g. birthday, role, name of spouse, interests, etc.)
> Access to objects by contact (e.g. photographs, manuscripts, websites, etc.)

Activity Management
Activity Management tracks the interactions you’re having with a customer from within the CRM module.
These interactions can be with a customer as an organisation or interactions with specific individuals within an
organization. Key functions include:

> Activity tracking > Communication management
> Activity planning > Account/order/delivery information
> Problem resolution and management

Campaign Management & Direct Marketing
Campaign Management & Direct Marketing has been designed to provide you with a tool to help increase
market share by targeting specific prospects or customers. This module assists in developing marketing cam-
paigns, performing mailouts, analyzing expenses and results of campaigns, and monitoring specific customer
groups and their respective buying habits. Key functions include:

> Campaign generation and management > List generation and management
> Sampling (nth selection) > Opportunity register
> Integration with order processing > Import, export, merge lists
> Cost management > Profiling
> Hierarchical interest codes > Extensive buying history
> Flexible list selection (by customer, by product, by previous campaign results, by order, etc.)

Bookmaster’s CRM will allow you to seamlessly manage all customer interactions and communications and
will provide your sales team with automated tools that drive sales and increase profits.
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Customer Relationship Management
Central to business success in today’s environment is the ability to win and keep new customers.
Turning first-time buyers into loyal customers is essential if you want to generate a constant stream 
of profits.

The value of integrating CRM with your distribution system
IBS recently completed its first release of the CRM module. CRM is inextricably linked with an organiza-
tion's fulfillment and financial system. As such, IBS has designed CRM as an integrated part of
Bookmaster. When you in invest in Bookmaster’s CRM solution, data is not duplicated. Inconsistencies
that occur when utilizing a stand-alone CRM package, don’t occur here.

Manage your relationships
The Bookmaster CRM module has also been designed to allow for maximum flexibility so that you can
define prospect/customer information according to your unique business requirements. This is because
IBS has created user-definable fields throughout the entire CRM system which allow you to create your
own demographic definitions, profiles, customer/prospect interactions, customer/prospect grouping,
turnover, size, territory, status, type and much more.

The following key features form part of CRM:

Contact Management
Stores all relevant information about an organization from their delivery address to their order and
transaction history. Contact Management also allows you to define more detailed information about
specific individuals you deal with in your customer’s organization. Store names, phone numbers, per-
sonal information and even photographs. 

Key functions include:
> Customer master details > Back and forward orders > Customer contacts
> Delivery addresses > Debtors balance and ageing > Order entry
> Customer transactions > Activity management > Payment
> Additional customer information (e.g., birthday, role, name of spouse, interests, etc.)
> Access to objects by contact (e.g., photographs, manuscripts, web site, etc.)

Activity Management
Tracks the interactions you’re having with a customer from within the CRM module. These interactions
can be with customers as an organization or as specific individuals within an organization.

Key functions include:
> Activity tracking > Communication management
> Activity planning > Account/order/delivery information
> Problem resolution and management

Campaign Management & Direct Marketing
A fantastic tool to help increase market share by targeting specific prospects or customers. This module
assists in developing marketing campaigns, performing mailouts, analyzing expenses and of campaign
results, and monitoring specific customer groups and their respective buying habits. 

Key functions include:
> Campaign generation and management > List generation and management
> Sampling (nth selection) > Opportunity register
> Integration with order processing > Import, export, merge lists
> Cost management > Profiling
> Hierarchical interest codes > Extensive buying history
> Flexible list selection (by customer, by product, by previous campaign results, by order, etc.)

Bookmaster’s CRM will allow you to seamlessly manage all customer interactions and communications
and will provide your sales team with automated tools that drive sales and increase profits.
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Retail Management (POS), an integrated module within Bookmaster, has been designed for those distributors
and wholesalers who also own retail operations.

Retail Management (POS) is an easy-to-use point of sale system that handles high volume sales transactions
and comes with access controls where customised security levels determine which functions staff may use.

Retail features that improve sales and stock movement
Utilizing the Bookmaster Retail Management (POS) system allows for processing of special orders and back-
orders, vouchers and exchange of goods. Other features include automatic re-ordering, stock transfer at the
push of a button, stock take and stock search. Slow-moving items are easily identified allowing store manage-
ment to quickly take corrective action.

The system also allows for accurate comparison of sales and staff performance, profit margins, plus stock
handling and movement at a single or multi-store level at any time.

Why choose an integrated retail system rather than a stand-alone package?
Utilizing Bookmaster’s integrated retail management system rather than a stand-alone retail package comes
with many advantages. Some of these include:

> A single point of entry across your entire operation
> Data is entered only once relating to your entire customer base and stock holdings
> Improved visibility across your entire business relating to pricing and sales performance
> You can take advantage of standard Bookmaster features such as discounts, promotional

packages, bonus items and much more

Improve efficiencies and reduce costs with POS Retail Management System
The Bookmaster Retail Management System has many automated features that assist stores in implementing
up-to-date responsive strategies to improve store performance on a daily basis. In addition, as the retail system
is integrated into Bookmaster, there will no longer be duplication of some administration and operational tasks
while allowing for a more accurate analysis of business performance covering all divisions. This will positively
affect your bottom line by improving efficiencies and reducing costs.
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Retail Management (POS)
Retail Management (POS), an integrated module within Bookmaster, has been designed for those distributors
and wholesalers who also own retail operations.
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> You can take advantage of standard Bookmaster features such as discounts, promotional

packages, bonus items and much more

Improve efficiencies and reduce costs with POS Retail Management System
The Bookmaster Retail Management System has many automated features that assist stores in implementing
up-to-date responsive strategies to improve store performance on a daily basis. In addition, as the retail system
is integrated into Bookmaster, there will no longer be duplication of some administration and operational tasks
while allowing for a more accurate analysis of business performance covering all divisions. This will positively
affect your bottom line by improving efficiencies and reducing costs.
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system is integrated into Bookmaster, there will no longer be duplication of some administration
and operational tasks while allowing for a more accurate analysis of business performance 
covering all divisions. This will positively affect your bottom line by improving efficiencies and
reducing costs.
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The Rebates system within Bookmaster allows for the calculation of rebates to customers as a form of preferred
discounting. Rebates also works as an incentive for large retail chains and booksellers to increase sales and is
another way to improve your profitability.

Bookmaster’s integrated Rebates system allows you to effortlessly manage this area by providing flexible
definitions, calculations and payments. In addition, a variety of reporting features gives you complete control
over your rebate set-up.

Flexible definitions
Rebates allow you to define a virtually unlimited number of rebate definitions with many flexible options. It
includes a copy function to make it easy to copy and change existing rebate definitions. Rebates can be defined
at any level of the customer and product hierarchies and may be related to a trading agreement with a customer
or customer group. They may be target-based or untargeted. The targets may be incremental, absolute or differ-
ential, based on percentage or fixed values and inclusive or exclusive of tax.

Flexible calculations and payments
The system automatically calculates accruals using one of a variety of fixed rates or pro-rated rates. Rebates
can be calculated on and paid to an individual store, and/or to a buying group; and can be paid by cheque, EFT,
or credit note. Prior to payment, amounts can be increased, reduced or excluded for a variety of reasons and can
be recalculated if any definitions are changed.

Flexible Reporting
Rebates provides a variety of reports and inquiries including:

> Product profitability net of rebates > List of rebates by customer
> Customer profitability net of rebates > List of customers by rebate
> Customer rebate balances > Customer rebate accruals
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sales staff or related agents. You can easily calculate sales personnel and agents’
commissions - based on achievement and performance - without having to manu-
ally calculate the figures. In addition, a variety of reporting features give you
complete control over your Commissions program.
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target-based or untargeted. The targets may be incremental, absolute or differen-
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commissions - based on achievement and performance - without having to manu-
ally calculate the figures. In addition, a variety of reporting features give you
complete control over your Commissions program.

Flexible definitions
The commissions feature allows you to define a virtually unlimited number of
commission definitions with many flexible options. It includes a copy function to
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Handle commission payments to your sales staff or related agents. Easily process
sales personnel and agents' commissions – based on achievement and perform-
ance – without having to manually calculate the figures. In addition, a variety of
reporting features give you complete control over your commissions program.

Flexible definitions
Defines virtually an unlimited number of commission definitions with many flexi-
ble options. Commissions includes a copy function to make it easy to copy and
change existing definitions. It can be defined at any level by the sales agent and
product hierarchies, and can be target-based or untargeted. The targets may be
incremental, absolute or differential; based on percentage or fixed values; and
inclusive or exclusive of tax.

Flexible calculations and payments
The system automatically calculates accruals using one of a variety of fixed rates
or pro-rated rates. Commissions can be calculated on and paid to a sales person
or agent; and prior to payment amounts can be increased, reduced or excluded for a
variety of reasons and can be recalculated if any definitions are changed.

Calculate customer rebates to as a form of preferred discounting. Rebates also works as
an incentive for large retail chains and booksellers to increase sales and is another way 
to improve your profitability. Bookmaster’s integrated Rebates system allows you to
effortlessly manage this area by providing flexible definitions, calculations and payments.
In addition, a variety of reporting features gives you complete control over your rebate
set-up.

Unlimited rebate definitions
Define a virtually unlimited number of rebate definitions with many flexible options. It
includes a copy function to make it easy to copy and change existing rebate definitions.
Rebates can be defined at any level of the customer and product hierarchies and may be
related to a trading agreement with a customer or customer group. They may be target-
based or untargeted. The targets may be incremental, absolute or differential, based on
percentage or fixed values and inclusive or exclusive of tax.

Automatic calculations and payments
The system automatically calculates accruals using one of a variety of fixed rates or pro-
rated rates. Rebate scan be calculated on and paid to an individual store, and/or to a
buying group; and can be paid by check, EFT,or credit note. Prior to payment, amounts
can be increased, reduced or excluded for a variety of reasons and can be recalculated if
any definitions are changed.

Flexible reporting
Rebates provides a variety of reports and inquiries including:

> Product profitability net of rebates > List of rebates by customer
> Customer profitability net of rebates > List of customers by rebate
> Customer rebate balances > Customer rebate accruals

The Rebates system within Bookmaster allows for the calculation of rebates to customers as a form of preferred
discounting. Rebates also works as an incentive for large retail chains and booksellers to increase sales and is
another way to improve your profitability.
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definitions, calculations and payments. In addition, a variety of reporting features gives you complete control
over your rebate set-up.
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or customer group. They may be target-based or untargeted. The targets may be incremental, absolute or differ-
ential, based on percentage or fixed values and inclusive or exclusive of tax.
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The system automatically calculates accruals using one of a variety of fixed rates or pro-rated rates. Rebates
can be calculated on and paid to an individual store, and/or to a buying group; and can be paid by cheque, EFT,
or credit note. Prior to payment, amounts can be increased, reduced or excluded for a variety of reasons and can
be recalculated if any definitions are changed.

Flexible Reporting
Rebates provides a variety of reports and inquiries including:

> Product profitability net of rebates > List of rebates by customer
> Customer profitability net of rebates > List of customers by rebate
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The Bookmaster Third-Party Logistics (3PL) module has been designed so that third-party book distributors
can charge their clients a fee based on actual work performed. This will enable distributors to charge a more
realistic figure based on real activities rather than, for example, just a straight percentage of turnover.

Charges can be based on a variety of activities performed
3PL charging criteria can be based on any number of activities such as:

> Number of picks (units) > Weight of shipment
> Number of orders > Volume of shipment
> Invoice carton quantity > Weight of books stored
> Average quantity/line items > Value of books stored, and so on

The 3PL module also allows third-party distributors to charge for a range of services including order-taking,
providing customer service and/or collections service.

Outstanding benefits of 3PL
Utilising 3PL will radically reduce manual processes when determining an accurate calculation of charges.

Analysing the true cost of third-party distribution will save you money
Charging a percentage of turnover does not always reflect the true cost of the service provided and can result in
charging two clients a similar fee for providing a dramatically different degree of service. On the other hand,
3PL will help distributors uncover the hidden expenses involved
in the logistics process. So if a customer’s requirements are more
complicated and more costly for distributors to perform, you now
have the option to increase charges according to the real effort
expended. In the same instance 3PL will show that some client-
publishers will require a decrease in charges as the cost to service
their distribution requirements is lower than others.

Improve relationships with client-publishers
The 3PL module is all about accurate charging of real services
while requiring minimum effort on the distributor’s part in calcu-
lating these individual actions. Additionally, this will improve re-
lationships with client publishers who will also appreciate the
breakdown as they will receive precise information and a full au-
dit trail for every single service that their distributors perform.
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Take full control of your fixed assets
Fixed Assets monitors assets by providing up-to-the-minute information,
including leased assets reporting with age and residual values and fixed as-
sets for end-of-year reports. It saves labour by automating Fixed Assets
Registers; handles the automatic calculation and posting of asset disposal
entries, generating profit and loss reports. It also integrates directly to the
Bookmaster General Ledger, fully integrating monthly posting of deprecia-
tion journals.

Depreciation
It allows you to maintain two sets of depreciation schedules for internal and taxation purposes. Fixed Assets also
includes the ability to make global depreciation changes and has the database flexibility for developing future
asset management applications.O
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Third Party Logistics (3PL)

Fixed Assets

The Bookmaster Third-Party Logistics (3PL) module has been designed so that third-party book distributors
can charge their clients a fee based on actual work performed. This will enable distributors to charge a more
realistic figure based on real activities rather than, for example, just a straight percentage of turnover.

Charges can be based on a variety of activities performed
3PL charging criteria can be based on any number of activities such as:

> Number of picks (units) > Weight of shipment
> Number of orders > Volume of shipment
> Invoice carton quantity > Weight of books stored
> Average quantity/line items > Value of books stored, and so on

The 3PL module also allows third-party distributors to charge for a range of services including order-taking,
providing customer service and/or collections service.

Outstanding benefits of 3PL
Utilising 3PL will radically reduce manual processes when determining an accurate calculation of charges.

Analysing the true cost of third-party distribution will save you money
Charging a percentage of turnover does not always reflect the true cost of the service provided and can result in
charging two clients a similar fee for providing a dramatically different degree of service. On the other hand,
3PL will help distributors uncover the hidden expenses involved
in the logistics process. So if a customer’s requirements are more
complicated and more costly for distributors to perform, you now
have the option to increase charges according to the real effort
expended. In the same instance 3PL will show that some client-
publishers will require a decrease in charges as the cost to service
their distribution requirements is lower than others.

Improve relationships with client-publishers
The 3PL module is all about accurate charging of real services
while requiring minimum effort on the distributor’s part in calcu-
lating these individual actions. Additionally, this will improve re-
lationships with client publishers who will also appreciate the
breakdown as they will receive precise information and a full au-
dit trail for every single service that their distributors perform.
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e Advanced Warehouse Management enhances the standard Warehouse and In-

ventory Management module by providing additional features. These features
include configurable interfaces to pick-to-light; materials handling equipment
and carousels; and optimum route instructions for RF picking.
Advanced Warehouse Management enables picking to be done by radio fre-
quency (RF) instruction, invoice, picking slip, pick summary or order summary.
RF picking dramatically reduces errors.
Advanced features such as cubing will optimise labour time and minimise the
need to use experienced pickers in busy times.
An  Advanced Shipping Note (ASN) and Shipping Container Mark (SCM) can
be produced through either pick scanning or pack scanning (available in base
WMS), and this satisfies the Electronic Commerce needs of many major retailers
including Coles Myer. The system records picking statistics and produces pro-
ductivity reports, measures performance and tracks trends.

Picking with RF
“At TriLiteral we’re the first University Presses to use Radio

Frequency (RF) in a warehouse. We successfully merged
customer service, credit, and invoicing for the three Presses
(Harvard, Yale & MIT) with Bookmaster. We achieved signifi-

cant efficiencies in the process and enabled order turnaround
time to drop substantially.”
Bill Lindsay, Associate Director,
Harvard University Press, USA
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Advanced Warehouse Management

Keeping a hard copy archive of all your documents can take up a large amount of storage space. To find these
documents can also be time consuming even when documents have been meticulously filed. On the other hand,
StoreMaster gives you the ability to automatically index, store and retrieve various documents saving you both
storage space and searching time.

Documents you can index, store and retrieve include:

> Documents produced by FormsMaster e.g. invoices, statements, credit notes, royalty payments etc.

> Hardcopy documents that have to be scanned e.g. supplier invoices, purchase orders etc.

> Any softcopy objects such as product pictures, contracts, graphics, etc. These objects can be in vari-
ous formats including PDF, JPEG, DGC, TIFF etc.

These various objects can then be retrieved from within Bookmaster at the click of a button. This enables a
customer service representative to view the actual invoice that has been sent when looking at a customer’s
account.  Similarly a customer inquiring through Bookmaster’s integrated e-Commerce module can view and
print this same invoice.

When performing a product inquiry you can view the product pictures, sample chapters etc. that are stored in
StoreMaster.

StoreMaster also provides you with added security by allowing you to specify who is authorized to view which
documents. This ensures sensitive documents are never viewed by unauthorized personnel.

The benefit of using StoreMaster over a stand-alone archiving software is that StoreMaster is an integrated part
of the Bookmaster package. This eliminates the need for writing an interface between different packages which
makes implementing an archiving package a lot easier. You will also have one supplier supporting the software
which will make it easier to solve any problems should they arise.

Electronically storing documents saves you physical storage space and increases the efficiency of searching for
documents. Added security ensures sensitive documents are not accessed by unauthorized personnel.

StoreMaster

Utilizing pick-to-light

Picking with RF
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Keeping a hard copy archive of all your documents can take up a large amount of storage space. To
find these documents can also be time consuming, even when documents have been meticulously filed.
StoreMaster gives you the ability to automatically index, store and retrieve various documents saving
you both storage space and searching time.

Documents you can index, store and retrieve include:
> Documents produced by FormsMaster (e.g., invoices, statements, credit notes, royalty payments etc.).
> Hardcopy documents that have to be scanned (e.g., supplier invoices, purchase orders etc.).
> Any softcopy objects (such as product pictures, contracts, graphics, etc.). These objects can be in

various formats including PDF, JPEG, DGC, TIFF and others.

Files can be retrieved from Bookmaster at the click of a button. Customer service representatives can
view the actual invoice that has been sent, when looking at a customer's account. Customers inquiring
through Bookmaster’s integrated e-Commerce module can view and print this same invoice.

View the product pictures, or sample chapters stored in StoreMaster, when performing product inquiry.

StoreMaster also provides you with added security by allowing you to specify who is authorized to view
which documents, ensuring that sensitive documents are never viewed by unauthorized personnel.

The benefit of using StoreMaster over a stand-alone archiving software is that StoreMaster is an 
integrated part of the Bookmaster package. This eliminates the need for writing an interface between
different packages and makes implementing an archiving package a lot easier. One supplier supporting
the software also makes it easier to solve any problems that could arise.

Advanced Warehouse Management provides additional features to the
Warehouse and Industry Management module. These features include config-
urable interfaces to pick-to-light; materials handling equipment and carousels;
and optimum route instructions for RF picking.

Picking can be done by radio frequency (RF) instruction, invoice, picking slip,
pick summary or order summary. RF picking dramatically reduces errors.

Advanced features such as cubing will optimize labor time and minimize the
need to use experienced pickers in busy times.

An Advanced Shipping Note (ASN) and Shipping Container Mark (SCM) can
be produced through either pick scanning or pack scanning (available in base
WMS), and this satisfies the e-Commerce needs of many major retailers. The
system records picking statistics, produces productivity reports, measures 
performance, and tracks trends.



IBS North America: 1-800-866-3900   •   info@ibsus.com   •   www.ibsus.com

IBS is a world leading provider of supply chain management solutions for distribution, demand-driven manufacturing,
financials and business intelligence. IBS delivers measurable value through software solutions, services, hardware,
outsourcing and financing. IBS offers industry solutions for the Publishing and Book Distribution with Booksite
Africa, Harper Collins Publishers, Johns Hopkins University Press, LexisNexis, McGraw-Hill, Pearson, Penguin,
Random House and Yale University Press among its 5,000 customers in 40 countries.


